
 
 

Passion Mission Finally Fulfilled  

The Italy Collection 

 
Monte Carlo (Date) –After travelling the world hunting for the finest raw materials, 

our Creative Director, Gian Luca Perris found inspiration in the enamoring country 

sides of Southern Italy.  

 

The assortment of three – Cedro Di Diamanate, Mandarino Di Sicilia, and 

Bergamotto Di Calabria will highlight the array of citrus fruits found in Capua – 

renown as the top creators of citrus essential oils since 1880. Gian Luca was 

enthused with their blending of innovative and traditional extraction methods. The 

sensory ode will pay tribute and spotlight the citrus essence by capturing the 

warmth of the sun rays and enhancing natural attributes of the heart, while 

accentuating the natural characteristics of the citrus with hints of cedar, mandarin 

and bergamot.  

 

 
 
“This has been a long-time dream of mine, to source from my home country, Italy.” 

said Gian Luca, Creative Director and nose of Perris Monte Carlo. “It was an honor 

to work with the best, to study and observe each step of the extraction process.” 

 

Perris Monte Carlo was a finalist at The Third, Fourth and Fifth Annual Art and 

Olfaction Awards for the creation of Rose de Taif, Absolue D’Osmanthe, and 

Cacao Azteque all from the Black Collection. Shoppers can now buy this luxurious 

collection in select stores worldwide. 

 

 

 



 
 

Contact: 

Eleonora Gavino 

+37793508753 

egavino@perrisgroup.com 

 

 

About Perris Monte Carlo Based in Monte-Carlo and part of The Perris Group luxury 

portfolio. The innovative perfume house has captivated audiences around the 

world. The luxury fragrances prime dedication to ensure that each formulation is 

created with the finest raw materials sourced from around the world. 

http://www.perrismontecarlo.com 

 

 

About Perris Group The Perris Group was founded in 1981 by Michele Perris. Based 

in Monte-Carlo, The Perris Group is family owned and operated. Operations in 

more than 37 countries worldwide, The Perris Group specializes in bringing 

premium luxury brands to the market. The luxury portfolio under The Perris Group 

includes: Houbigant Paris, Skin Fitness – Perris Swiss Laboratory, and Perris Monte-

Carlo. 

http://www.perrisgroup.com 
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